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The robust equipment cart 
system with a strong profile

Available in compact and narrow versions, this equipment cart system has  
a strong aluminium profile, an integrated cable duct and a large usable area, 
offering modular features and stability for large device combinations as well  
as individual design options with a range of decorative colours. Two elegant  
and sturdy carrier profiles support the mounting of many system components 
and accessories. 

Choose between the swingo® in wood and plastic or the swingo®-clinic in  
metal, each with a panel width of 45 cm or 60 cm and four profile heights.  
Designed in metal, the appearance of the swingo®-clinic system for hospitals  
is a harmonious fit with the swingo® product line. The equipment cart systems  
can be supplied as a base cart, equipment cart, computer cart, endoscopy  
cart, emergency cart, anaesthesia cart, injection cart ... and more.

 �   Sturdy frame with high-quality castors  
(Ø 100, 125 or 150 mm). Optionally fitted 
with brakes or electrically conductive.

 �   Elegant aluminium carrier profiles offer many 
mounting options for a range of system 
parts and accessories.

 �   Convenient cable management thanks to an 
integrated cable duct in the carrier profiles. 

 �   The 45 carts have shelves that are 450 mm 
wide, while those on the 60 carts are  
600 mm wide. 

 �   Additional pull-out or fold-down  
side shelves.

 �   Drawers with telescopic full extension,  
either 100 or 200 mm high. Can optionally 
be locked or heated.

 �   Sturdy push handles with a curved  
design, decorative stripes and drawer  
handles in grey, blue, red-violet or yellow.  

 �  Accessories for many areas of application.

The system components

swingo® + swingo®-clinic: modular, proven and highly 
versatile for hospitals and medical practices.

-sturdy in wood-plastic version -robust in metal version



Basic cart / Sonography cart / Equipment cart

Computer cart / Standing desk cart / Injection cart

Examples of model versatility

swingo® 60 in wood-plastic
basic cart
Ref. no. 1301.1

swingo® 60 in wood-plastic
computer cart
Ref. no. 1363.2

swingo® 45 in wood-plastic 
sonography cart
Ref. no. 1683.2

swingo® 60 in wood-plastic
injection cart PicBox®

Ref. no. 1677.4

swingo®-clinic 45 in metal 
equipment cart
Ref. no. 1369.3

swingo® 60 in wood-plastic
standing desk cart
Ref. no. 1335.1



Special models

swingo®-clinic 60 in metal
anaesthesia cart
Ref. no. 1344.4

swingo®-clinic in metal 
infusion pumps cart
Ref. no. 10789700

swingo®-clinic 60  in metal
endoskopy cart 60.2
Ref. no. 1685.1

swingo® 60 in wood-plastic
treatment cart
Ref. no. 10789400

swingo®-clinic 60 in metal 
emergency cart 2
Ref. no. 1342.2

swingo®-clinic 60 in metal
emergency cart
Ref. no. 10789600

Anaesthesia cart / Emergency cart / Endoskopy cart



grey
Ref. no. xxxx.1

blue
Ref. no. xxxx.2

yellow
Ref. no. xxxx.4

red violet
Ref. no. xxxx.3

Variety of colours
Choose from 4 fashionable colours for decorative strips and handles.  
In your order please specify the colour code by adding it as the last digit to the reference number.

6502B 
accord. to NCS

3050-R80B  
accord. to NCS

3050-R40B  
accord. to NCS

0050-Y 
accord. to NCS

Other colour combinations or individual colours on request.

HAEBERLE  
HAS IT

HAEBERLE  
MAKES IT

HAEBERLE HAS IT: a modular basic system for your  
multifunctional carts. And if you need something extra?
No problem, remember HAEBERLE MAKES IT: exactly  
the customised solution you require.

Since 1933, our company has been employing smart ideas and applying practical solutions 
to develop countless innovative product lines in the area of multipurpose equipment carts. 
These have been marketed worldwide with great success. 

With our products and solutions, we guarantee maximum mobility, flexibility and reliability 
in the workplace. This means everyone can focus fully and completely on their own work. 

We consistently implement the basic modular idea to develop practical solutions. The 
wide variety of standard components makes each individual cart an individually tailored 
customer solution – whether it’s for a doctor’s practice, small volume production or large 
quantities for equipment manufacturers. Even if you need to have it tailored just for you – 
HAEBERLE will make this possible.

Customised is our standard
For maximum mobility in the workplace  



Reanimation board
Ref. no. 17370

Undermount isolating transformer
Ref. no. 16726 (swingo® 60)

Waste collector „tomo“
Ref. no. 14097

HAEBERLE GmbH + Co. KG
Breitwiesenstr. 13, DE-70565 Stuttgart 
Postfach 800524,  DE-70505 Stuttgart
Telefon +49 (0) 711 78314-0 
Telefax +49 (0) 711 78314-77
info@haeberle-med.de 
www.haeberle-med.de
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Additional system components and accessories can be found in the swingo price list.

System parts  
and accessories

Pull-out plate
Ref. no. 16712 (swingo®-clinic 45)
Ref. no. 16703 (swingo®-clinic 60)

Drawer + variable inset
Ref. no. 13102 (swingo® 60)
Ref. no. 16719 (swingo® 60)

Injection set PicBox®

+ KOMBI-set
Ref. no. 13915 + 13916

„Medi-Müll set“ 20 boxes 1,5 ltrs.
Ref. no. 13919

Cable and hose holder
Ref. no. 13926

Holder for 
oxygen bottles 5/10 ltrs.
Ref. no. 16322

„alegro“ monitor holder  
on swivel arm
Ref. no. 25024

Multiple standard socket outlet
Ref. no. 21693

Infusion bottle holder
Ref. no. 13927

Your medical distributor


